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Temperature dependence of quantum correlations in 1D macromolecular chains
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We investigate the problem of generating quantum correlations between different sites of a macromolecular chain by vibronic excitation

depending on the temperature. The influence of temperature on the model dynamics is taken into account by employing the partial-dressing

method based on the modified LangFirsov unitary transformation under the assumption that the chain collective oscillations are in the thermal

equilibrium state. To describe quantum correlations between the chain sites in the case of the initial single-vibronic excitation, we use two-time

correlation functions of the second order and the logarithmic negativity as the degree of entanglement. We find that at certain temperatures for

various model parameters time-stable entanglement can occur in the chain.
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1. Introduction

The study of macromolecular chains is important from the point of view of the large role they play in
biology and technology. In particular, it is believed that protein molecules act as mediators in the mechanism
providing energy for diverse biological processes such as photochemical reactions, crossmembrane ion transfer
and signal transduction, muscle contraction, cellular mobility [1]. Macromolecular systems, due to their inherent
miniature characteristics, are considered as very promising materials for the manufacture of microelectronic and
optoelectronic devices [2–4]. Recently, DNA molecules and various polymers have been used for recording and
storing information which is important for the development of molecular and quantum computers [5–8].

The first explanation of the problem of energy transport along a polypeptide chain based on the quantum
mechanics was proposed by Davydov [9, 10]. Davydov’s model supposed that, due to the exciton interaction with
phonon modes, excitation forms a soliton that is more stable than the bare excitation. Nevertheless, due to the
dipole-dipole coupling the life-time of the chain collective excitations appeared to be rather short. To overcome
this problem, it was suggested that the energy losses may be prevented by the self-trapping mechanism caused by
induced local distortion of the molecular chain. In this case, a vibronic excitation being surrounded by local lattice
distortion may propagate in a polaron form along the chain with minimal energy losses for a long time [11, 12].

One of the main tasks for implementing a quantum computer is the problem of creating sustainable entangle-
ment. In this article, based on the concept of partial dressing, we analyze the possibility of generating quantum
correlations in the molecular chain by vibronic excitation, as well as the conditions for their stable existence in time.
We focus on studying the question of the temperatures at which long-lived entanglement can arise for different
regimes of the molecular chain that can be helpful for using macromolecular systems in quantum computing.

2. Model

We consider a 1D macromolecular periodic polymer chain, in which the transfer of vibronic excitation from
one molecule to neighboring molecules occurs due to hopping mechanism because of the resonance interaction
between the molecules.

Then the Hamiltonian of the vibron and phonon subsystem has the form [10]:

Ĥ = ∆
∑
n

Â†nÂn −
∑
n

JgÂ
†
n(Ân+g + Ân−g) +

∑
q

~ωqB̂†qB̂q

+
1√
N

∑
q

∑
n

Fqe
iqnR0Â†nÂn(B̂q + B̂†−q). (1)
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Ân is the vibron annihilation operator on the n-th lattice site, B̂q is the phonon annihilation operator with the
frequency ωq , ∆ is the vibron excitation energy, Jg are hopping constants, R0 is a distance between sites in the
chain, and Fq is the vibron-phonon coupling parameter.

The transition to the polaron picture is achieved by applying the following unitary transformation operator
(modified Lang-Firsov transformation) [13–15]:

Û = exp

{
− 1√

N

∑
q

∑
n

fqe
−iqnR0Â†nÂn(B̂−q − B̂†q)

}
. (2)

Here fq = δ · F ∗q /(~ωq), where 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1 is variational parameter which measures the degree of the vibron
dressing.

In terms of such an operator one can introduce operators of new quasiparticles: dressed vibrons ân = Û ÂnÛ
†

(â†n = Û Â†nÛ
†), and new phonons b̂q = Û B̂qÛ

† (b̂†q = Û B̂†qÛ
†).

Then the transformed Hamiltonian takes the form:
ˆ̃H = ÛĤÛ†

= E
∑
n

â†nân −
∑
n

Jgâ
†
n(ân+gΦ̂n(g) + ân−gΦ̂n(−g)) +

∑
q

~ωq b̂†q b̂q

+
1√
N

∑
q

∑
n

(Fq − ~ωqf∗q )eiqnR0 â†nân(b̂q + b̂†−q)

+
1

N

∑
q

[~ωq|fq|2 − Fq(fq + f∗−q)]
∑
n 6=n′

eiqR0(n−n′)â†nânâ
†
n′ ân′ , (3)

where

E = ∆− 1

N

∑
q

[Fq(fq + f∗−q)− ~ωq|fq|2], (4)

Φ̂n(g) = exp

{
1√
N

∑
q

fqe
−iqnR0(b̂−q − b̂†q)(e−iqR0g − 1)

}
. (5)

In order to account for the influence of the thermal fluctuations on the properties of the autolocalized vibron,
we apply the mean-field approach by averaging the transformed Hamiltonian over the phonon subsystem. Defining
exciton states in the representation of wave vectors k, which take N discrete values, k = 2πν (ν = 0, ±1, ±2 . . .)
in the interval −π/R0 < k ≤ π/R0, by:

âk = (1/
√
N)

∑
n

e−iknR0 ân, (6)

an effective mean-field Hamiltonian reads:

ĤMF =
∑
k

ESP(k)â†kâk +
∑
q

~ωq b̂†q b̂q (7)

with the energy of the small-polaron band state:

ESP(k) = ∆− 1

N

∑
q

[Fq(fq + f∗−q)− ~ωq|fq|2]− 2Jge
−Wg(T ) cos(gkR0), (8)

where:

Wg(T ) =
1

N

∑
q

|fq|2(2〈nq(T )〉+ 1)(1− cos(gqR0)) (9)

is the vibron-band narrowing factor (which characterizes the enhancement of the polaron effective mass), and the
phonon average number 〈nq(T )〉 = 1/(e~ωq/kBT − 1).

Using Hamiltonian (7) and (inverse) transformation (6) we can determine the time evolution of the vibronic
operators:

ân(t) = (1/
√
N)

∑
k

ei[knR0−ωkt]âk(0) =
∑
m

âm(0) · (1/N)
∑
k

ei[k(n−m)R0−ωkt], (10)

where ωk = ESP(k)/~.
In order to fix the variational parameter δ at temperature T with certain model parameters, we use the procedure

of minimization of ESP. In terms of adiabatic parameter B = 2|J |/(~ωC) and coupling constant S = EB/(~ωC)
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(where EB = (1/N)
∑
q

{|Fq|2/(~ωq)} is the lattice deformation energy and Debye frequency ωC) the problem of

minimization of ESP reduces effectively to minimization of the function:

E(τ) = −S(2− δ)δ −Be−δ
2Wg(τ,S), (11)

where τ = kBT/(~ωC) is the normalized temperature. Thus, the variational parameter δ at temperature T is found
by the conditions ∂E(τ)/∂δ = 0 and ∂2E(τ)/∂δ2 > 0. This minimization procedure is similar to that used in
refs. [16–18] for the study of polaron dressing in various systems of molecular chains.

The behavior of parameter δ for three different temperatures is shown in Fig. 1. It is important to note here
that, along with the areas of smooth variation of the parameter, there is also an area of its sharp change. Since the
variational parameter measures the degree of vibron dressing, such a sudden change of the value of δ may indicate
an abrupt change of the degree of vibron dressing, i.e., a sudden change of its dynamical nature, which can be
related to the phenomenon of the polaron crossover.

FIG. 1. Vibron dressing factor for T = 1 K, T = 100 K, and T = 300 K (ωC = 1013 s−1)

The temperature dependence of the energy of a small polaron obtained in this way allows us to investigate
quantum correlations that can occur between various sites of the molecular chain after the excitation of one of
these sites.

3. Correlation functions

One of the methods for studying quantum correlations is to use correlation function [19]. In the case of
single-vibronic excitation of the molecular chain, considered in this paper, full information on quantum correlations
will be determined by the two-time correlation function of the second order which is defined as:

G(1,1)(m, t1;n, t2) = Tr{%̂â†m(t1)ân(t2)}, (12)

where %̂ is the density matrix of the initial intramolecular excitation of the chain. This function determines the
degree of the quantum (cross)correlation between the m-th and n-th sites of the chain, respectively, at times t1
and t2. In addition, the function G(1,1)(m, t1;m, t2) corresponds to the auto-correlation of the m-th site at times
t1 and t2.

The initial density matrix of the chain in the case of a single-vibronic excitation can be determined in the basis
of eigenstates of number operators corresponding to the chain sites N̂n(0) = Â†n(0)Ân(0) = â†n(0)ân(0) = n̂n(0).
If at the initial moment a single-vibration excitation has arisen, e.g., at the l-th site of the chain, then the density
matrix can be represented in the form:

%̂ = |1l〉〈1l| = â†l (0)|{0}〉〈{0}|âl(0), (13)

where |{0}〉 is the chain vacuum state when all sites are in unexcited (ground) states.
Then, taking into account Eqs. (10) and (13), the correlation function (12) is brought to the form:

G(1,1)(m, t1;n, t2|1l) = 〈1l|â†m(t1)ân(t2)|1l〉

=
1

N

∑
k

exp{−i[kR0(m− l)− ωkt1]} · 1

N

∑
k′

exp{i[k′R0(n− l)− ωk′t2]}. (14)
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In macromolecules it is assumed that N � 1, so in the limit N → ∞ one can use the following limiting
relation

1

N

∑
k

. . .→ R0

2π

∫ π/R0

−π/R0

dk . . . . (15)

It means that:

1

N

∑
k

ei[kR0(m−n)−ωkt] → R0

2π

∫ π/R0

−π/R0

dk exp{i[kR0(m− n)− ωkt]}

= im−n e−i[∆/~−ωCS(2−δ)δ]·t Jm−n(tωCBe−δ
2Scoth(1/2τ)) ≡ cmn(t), (16)

where Jn(x) is the Bessel function of the first kind of order n. Thus, the correlation function (14) can be given as:

G(1,1)(m, t1;n, t2|1l) = c∗ml(t1)cnl(t2). (17)

4. Entanglement

As the measure of the degree of entanglement of bipartite states one can use the logarithmic negativity [20]:

EN (%̂) = log2 ||%̂T2 || (18)

based on the trace norm:

||%̂T2 || = Tr
√

(%̂T2)†%̂T2 (19)

of the partial transpose of the density matrix of a bipartite state:

〈i, j|%̂T2 |k, l〉 = 〈i, l|%̂|k, j〉. (20)

For entangled states:
||%̂T2

ent|| = 1 + 2|
∑
i

µi| ≡ 1 + 2N (%̂) > 1, (21)

where µi < 0 are negative eigenvalues of %̂T2
ent so that

EN (%̂ent) > 0. (22)

The partial transpose of the reduced density matrix for the sites m and n in the representation of the state
vectors (|10〉, |01〉, |00〉, |11〉) can be represented in the matrix form:

%̂Tn

{mn}(t) =


|clm(t)|2 0 0 0

0 |cln(t)|2 0 0

0 0 1− |clm(t)|2 − |cln(t)|2 c∗ln(t)clm(t)

0 0 c∗lm(t)cln(t) 0

 (23)

which has only one negative eigenvalue:

λN =
1

2

[
1−|clm(t)|2−|cln(t)|2−

√
(1−|clm(t)|2−|cln(t)|2)2+4|clm(t)|2|cln(t)|2

]
, (24)

so that the logarithmic negativity:

EN = log2[1 + 2|λN |]

= log2

[
|clm(t)|2+|cln(t)|2+

√
(1−|clm(t)|2−|cln(t)|2)2+4|clm(t)|2|cln(t)|2

]
. (25)

5. Results

The behavior of two-site correlation functions and the logarithmic negativity as functions of time and tem-
perature for various model parameters are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. These figures demonstrate the appearance
of quantum correlations between chain sites in the processes of energy transfer along the macromolecular chain.
Although both figures look similar, however, the scale of the logarithmic negativity amplitude corresponds to the
measure of entanglement degree. It is worth noting that at certain temperatures two-site quantum correlations in the
chain for various model parameters S and B can become long-lived in time. This is due to the fact that with such
system parameters, the condition of full dressing of the vibron is ensured (δ ∼ 1) which effectively suppresses the
parameter B in the time-dependent argument of the Bessel function in Eq. (16) due to the exponential multiplier.
Such a temperature decreases with increasing the coupling constant S and decreasing the adiabatic parameter
B. Thus, in the strong-coupling non-adiabatic regime (S � 1 and B � 1), time-stable quantum correlations in
the chain can occur at low temperatures, while in the weak-coupling adiabatic regime, the entanglement state in
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the chain can be maintained at high temperatures. This fact can be used to create optimal conditions for stable
entanglement in such macromolecular systems.

FIG. 2. Absolute value of the equal-time correlation function (17) for the sites l−m = n−l = 5
depending on the scaled time (ωC = 1013 s−1) and temperature (in Kelvin) at various model
parameters

FIG. 3. The same as in Fig. 2 for the logarithmic negativity (25)

6. Conclusion

We analyzed the problem of generating quantum correlations between different chain sites depending on the
temperature within the model of vibronic excitation transfer along a macromolecular chain. In order to take into
account the effect of temperature on the model dynamics we used the partial-dressing method to treat the interaction
problem of a vibron with chain collective oscillations being in the thermal equilibrium state. Based on two-time
correlation functions of the second order and the logarithmic negativity as the degree of entanglement, in the
case of the initial single-vibronic excitation we found occurrence of time-stable quantum correlations between the
chain sites at certain temperatures for various model parameters. Such a temperature was shown to decrease with
increasing the coupling constant and decreasing the adiabatic parameter that can be used to create required regimes
for stable entanglement in macromolecular systems.
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